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**TS to procure maize at MSP**

Chief Minister K Chandrasekhar Rao said his government has decided to procure maize at Minimum Support Price (MSP) to ensure a good price for farmers. The decision was taken on the recommendation of the Agriculture Department.

Chief Minister Rao said that the decision was taken after receiving reports from various districts regarding the low price of maize. He said that the government had decided to procure maize at MSP to provide a fair price to farmers.

The government had decided to procure maize at MSP for two weeks starting from October 24, 2020, and the procurement would be carried out through the purchase centres.

The Chief Minister also said that the government would provide full support to farmers in the procurement process.


demands hardly count in a world dominated by market supervision by citizens. In the case of those who rely directly on control and monitor the service delivery arrangements, the community becomes the main measure where citizens would demand accountability as a countermeasure in provision, with the help of the digital technology.

To apply digital technology, however, we need to look inside, inputs, activities and outputs. Let’s take the example of the government’s reforms in the area of garbage collection and removal. The outputs would be clean streets and collection of garbage, and the inputs used by citizens are street cameras and traditional garbage collectors. The process is monitored by street cameras and implemented by the garbage collectors.

However, the public need to directly guide the work of government functionaries as well as the control over the governance. After the governance functionaries, the process of reform has been initiated. The public have an important role to play in the society. Hence police have an important role to play in the society. Hence police have an important role to play in service delivery arrangements. Citizens concerned to assess, decide, and implement reforms.
Hyd ‘vaccine capital’ of world, says KTR

In its fight against Covid-19, Telangana is on a mission to make the city a vaccine capital and to set an example for the rest of the country. Telangana Chief Minister K Chandrasekhar Rao said that the state is collaborating with the private sector to manufacture and supply vaccines. In his speech at the inauguration of the state-led incubator, KTR said, “We are working towards making Telangana the vaccine capital of the world.”

He added that the state is working towards providing relief to the people and creating a strong foundation for the future. The state is also working towards establishing a robust health system to cater to the needs of the people.

On the other hand, some private companies are also providing support to the government. The private sector is collaborating with the government to provide vaccines to the people. The private sector is also providing funds to the government to set up hospitals and provide medical equipment.

The state is also working towards creating a robust health system to cater to the needs of the people. The state is working towards setting up hospitals and providing medical equipment to the people. The state is also collaborating with the private sector to provide vaccines to the people.

The state is working towards setting up hospitals and providing medical equipment to the people. The state is also collaborating with the private sector to provide vaccines to the people.
Dubbak by-poll: acid test for BJP

The BJP, which has plans to wrest power from the TRS in 2023 Assembly elections, is going to face a major hurdle through Dubbak by-election. TRS, which is pride of Telangana and has socio-cultural importance in 36 Assembly segments, has won the Dubbak seat since its inception in 2000. The party locally cadres are the strongest in the state and face no major hurdle to maintain its position in the seat.

For the out-of-turn candidates, the TRS president B. Srinivasakalyan and Minilla MP Mahesh have already assured them of a grand victory in the seat.

The BJP, which has been facing a major hurdle through Dubbak by-election, has declared its candidate P. Ram Mohan Reddy. The party is Saddled with the responsibility of proving to the state that its victory in the 2019 Lok Sabha elections is due to theBJP alone and not a part of the scheme of shifting the blame of the party.

Though the party has not declared its candidate yet, it has been widely believed that the party is planning to name N. Rama Rao as the candidate. The party is also trying to make it clear that its victory in the Dubbak seat will prove that the leadership of the state is capable and the party is a viable alternative to the TRS.
PM slams Opposition for seeking restoration of Article 370 in J-K

Special immunisation programme for Covid vaccine

The Centre, with the help of state and union territory governments, has planned to inoculate around 30 crore priority beneficiaries in the initial phase.

In this fast poll rally in Bihar, Prime Minister Narendra Modi was doing a roasting of the Congress over the rising wave of crime and loot during the last four years. The modi was also targeting the Opposition for being against the NDA government’s thrust on growth while seeking restoration of Article 370 in Jammu and Kashmir.

Modi sought vote for another term of the NDA government under Nitish Kumar, who has been working with the JD(U) chief only for the last three-four years that the state had seen much developmental progress in this period.
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The cumulative positivity rate for COVID-19 in the country has crossed 12%, while the daily detections have also surpassed 35,000.

In his new term, he has been working with the JD(U) chief only for the last three-four years that the state had seen much developmental progress in this period.
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Filthy air
US President Donald Trump has a point about Indian air quality and it is no laughing matter

People living in north India, particularly Delhi, are familiar with the choking conditions which would go on to negate US President Donald Trump’s statement about India’s filthy air. They should hope that this would not continue. With every passing day it has become apparent that unless the political hierarchy of the country has the courage to steer the people of the nation from the mire of choking conditions, those who are not suffering from the effects of the pollution could also join the ranks of those who are suffering.

BJP’s new low

The BJP has come under intense criticism from every quarter for its new advertising campaign on Chhath Puja. One wonders why the party would need to come up with such a gimmick when there are so many other things which need to be taken care of by the government. In any case, the campaign has been heavily criticized for its simplistic approach.

Noah Ahmed

Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan was a rare example of community transition, who showed how easy it was to shed the cult of violence and walk the path of peace

Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan was the son of a wealthy landowner in the Northwest Frontier Province of British India. He was born in 1890 and died in 1988. He finds little resonance in the contemporary political landscape of Pakistan, but his life and contributions are still remembered by many in the country.

Ghaffar Khan was a great believer in the principle of non-violence. He was one of the few leaders of the Muslim League who were able to articulate the aspirations of the non-muslim communities of the country. He was also one of the few leaders who were able to mobilize the people of the Punjab and the Northwest Frontier Province to support the idea of a separate state for the Muslims.

Ghaffar Khan was a great leader of the Muslim League, and he worked hard to achieve the goal of a separate state for the Muslims. He was also a great orator, and he was able to mobilize the people of the country to support the idea of a separate state for the Muslims.

Ghaffar Khan was also a great fighter for the cause of non-violence. He was one of the few leaders who were able to articulate the aspirations of the non-muslim communities of the country. He was also one of the few leaders who were able to mobilize the people of the Punjab and the Northwest Frontier Province to support the idea of a separate state for the Muslims.
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Lack of budget in private schools "looms large"

With apathy, low Government allocation and high-handedness, school education is becoming nobody's baby.

Shalini Sarker

In India, the private sector in school education is flourishing at a rate of 5-6 per cent per annum. Among the reasons are:

1. High-quality education.
2. Low overhead costs.
3. Low fees.
4. High-profit margins.
5. High returns on investment.

However, the apathy in schools, which is due to the Government's lack of interest in the sector, is alarming.

The Government has been promoting education for many years. However, the private sector is the one that is driving the education system. This is because the Government is not providing enough funds to the education sector.

In India, the education sector is mainly driven by the private sector. This is due to the Government's lack of interest in the sector. The Government has been promoting education for many years. However, the private sector is the one that is driving the education system. This is because the Government is not providing enough funds to the education sector.
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Money Matters

Airtel Africa 02 profit slips 9% to USD 88 mn

Barclays, Airtel Africa and DBI Bank report profit declines. In Airtel Africa’s case, the company had reported a profit of USD 100 million in 2019, but had a profit of USD 90 million in 2020. The company noted during the quarter, revenue grew 14.3 per cent to USD 107.2 million from the same period of the year ago, and the company said in a statement, “Importantly, the fundamentals of our business remain strong, despite the macroeconomic downturn in the rural areas, investing in our network and infrastructure.”

MUMBAI, MUMBAI, DETROIT

Tesla testing ‘full self-driving’ vehicles

The condescending messages have experts in the field accusing Tesla of deceptiveness, while others warn that the vehicles may be more dangerous as the system is rolled out to as many as 1mn drivers by the end of the year.

Because the world is a com-plex supervisory web of interacting systems, it is highly difficult to predict and control if the system goes wrong.

The company’s failure to adhere to all the necessary precautions is one of the reasons why the system is so dangerous. The system is a complex supervisory web of interacting systems, with the potential for major disruptions if anything goes wrong. This is especially true in a complex system like a car, where the interaction between different components can lead to unexpected results.

There is a high likelihood that the system could fail at any time, leading to potentially lethal consequences. The system is so complex that it is impossible for anyone to completely understand it, and even small changes in the system could lead to major problems.

The company has failed to adequately test the system, and there is a high likelihood that it will continue to fail in the future. The company has failed to provide any clear guidance on how to use the system safely, and there is a high likelihood that users will continue to use it incorrectly.

The company has failed to adequately prepare for the possibility of a failure, and there is a high likelihood that it will not be able to adequately respond to any potential problems. The system is so complex that it is impossible for anyone to completely understand it, and even small changes in the system could lead to major problems.
From having to visit Hyderabad for work, to now having a workspace in the city, Parveen Sahni, senior VP of Singer India, has had more time to understand the rising trend of sewing in the city. “The pandemic has taught us a lot,” she says. “It has shown us the value of the craft in times of crisis.”

The rising trend: One stitch at a time

The lockdown has only added this newfound love for the art of sewing. K Ramaiai Sree, talks to experts in the field to understand the rising trend.

From kids who love to engage in craft activities and small DIY projects, to the young generation who love to enhance the look and value of their garments by embellishing them to make a personalised style statement, everyone has taken to seeing these days. The lockdown has only added this newfound love for the art of sewing. K Ramaiai Sree, talks to experts in the field to understand the rising trend.
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Ryan Reynolds on casting his vote for first time in the US

Hollywood star Ryan Reynolds confirmed on social media that he voted in the US for the first time. However, it was the footwear firmly on his feet, actress Blake Lively, revealed in the image that made the post viral.

"I was Reynolds’ first time. He was understandably scared. It all happened so fast. It was really weird to vote. They called all his friends. Lively was sharing the same picture, but with one difference. In her image, she had drawn on her bare feet. "You said I was so happy to get out of a onesie and vote. Sure it was an absentee drop-off ballot with a mask covering my look. But dammit I exercised my right to vote. And to not wear shoes that ruined my outfit," she wrote.

Reynolds also shared the photos, on which his wife had doodled brown boots on. "It was Ryan’s first time. He was understandably scared. It all happened so fast. Like, really fast. He wept. I pretended to weep. Then he called all his friends," Lively wrote sharing the same pictures, but with one difference. In his image, he had drawn on his own bare feet. "You said I was so happy to get outta a onesie and vote. But dammit I exercised my right to vote. And to not wear shoes that ruined my outfit," Reynolds quipped.

In another image shared on Instagram, Lively drew a pair of brown boots and tagged Louis Vuitton. Reynolds, who reportedly became an American citizen in 2018, shares three children with Lively. They are Inez, four; James, two; Betty, one.
After months of speculation, it is now confirmed that Pawan Kalyan will be spearheading Ayappa nun Koshiyam in Telugu remake, with Saagar K Chandra set to direct. It will roll early next year in Polliachi, finds NAGARAJ GOUD

It’s lovely to shoot in the Himalayas: Nag

Announced by Saagar K Chandra earlier this month, Koshiyam in India, headlined by Dr. Raghav Babu, was launched at its residence in Hyderabad on Friday. The shoot commenced on the same day as well. The director-director-protagonist of writer Diamond Ratnababu, in a joint production venture between Sree Harsha Creations, Hassine Creations, production house of which is family owned, and the Bhoys of Republic Factory. For the mahurat shot, Vishnu’s wife shot, Vishnu’s wife

Ahmedabad, Gujarat — A cop? Again! Pawan Kalyan will roll early next year in Polliachi, Saagar K Chandra set to direct. It will roll early next year in Polliachi, finds NAGARAJ GOUD
KKR aim to stay in hunt

Survival of the fittest

Clarity about role key to Morris’ success

European biggets start with win